Different Surgical Approach To Idiopathic Gingival Enlargement: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT

“Gingival enlargement” is the increase in the size of gingiva which usually overfills the interproximal spaces, ballooning out over the teeth and sometimes even protruding into the oral cavity. It may occur as a localized enlargement or may be generalized involving the entire dentition. It is multifactorial in origin having the influence of bacterial plaque, systemic factors, genetic predisposition, and various medications. Sometimes, it may be idiopathic without any specific etiologic factor. Two different treatment modalities, namely scalpel and electrocautery can be used for treating gingival enlargement. In the present case report, these two different treatment modalities were used in the same patient with idiopathic gingival enlargement to compare their handling properties and effect on initial wound healing.
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INTRODUCTION

Increase in size of the gingiva is a common feature of the gingival disease and is termed as gingival enlargement. Generalized gingival enlargement is characterized by massive and exuberant gingival overgrowth that appears to involve and cover the tooth surfaces throughout the mouth. It can be due to various causes. Most prevalent are the inflammatory, idiopathic, hereditary gingival fibromatosis, drug-induced, and systemic diseases or conditions, for example, diabetes mellitus and leukemia.

Hereditary gingival fibromatosis is a slow-growing gingival enlargement with great clinical and genetic heterogeneity. The enlargement affects the attached gingiva, as well as gingival margin and interdental papillae in contrast to drug-induced overgrowth, which is often limited to gingival margin and inter-dental papillae. The enlarged gingiva is pink, firm, and leathery in consistency and has a pebbled or stippled surface, with little tendency to bleed. In severe cases, it leads to overwhelming gingival tissue growth completely covering the teeth and projects into the oral vestibule.

Diagnosis of various forms of gingival enlargements is substantiated by the patient's history, clinical evaluation, panoramic radiography, and histopathological examination. The definitive treatment is surgical intervention and good oral hygiene maintenance to improve the compromised esthetics and functions. Here is an interesting case report of idiopathic gingival enlargement persisting up to adult stage and being treated by the dual approach, one side with manual surgery and the other with the electrosurgical approach.

CASE REPORT

A 26-year-old female patient reported to the Department of Dental Surgery at 9 Corps Dental Unit with a chief complaint of swollen gums involving all her teeth since past 3 years preventing proper speech, mastication, and poor esthetics. She did not give any history of drug intake, fever, anorexia, weight loss, seizures, hearing loss, or mental disorder. Familial and postnatal history was non-contributory.
Extra-oral examination revealed that the patient has no abnormality. An intraoral examination revealed generalized, diffused, nodular enlargement of the gingiva involving the upper and lower arches, which were pink in color, and had a firm and fibrous consistency [Figure 1]. The teeth were barely visible as the enlarged gingiva covered the incisal/occlusal third of the teeth. Radiological investigations revealed no bone loss [Figure 2]. Hematological investigations were within normal limits.

Punch biopsy carried out revealed bulbous increase in the connective tissue, which was relatively avascular and had densely arranged collagen-fiber bundles, numerous fibroblasts, and mild chronic inflammatory cells. The overlying epithelium exhibited hyperplasia and had elongated rete ridges suggesting the histological diagnosis of fibroepithelial hyperplasia [Figure 3].

After completion of Phase I, a quadrant-wise gingivectomy was performed under local anesthesia using two different techniques. In the third and fourth quadrants, scalpel technique was performed [Figure 4]. Kirkland knife was used for incisions on the facial and lingual surfaces. Orban periodontal knives were used for interdental incisions. External bevel gingivectomy was done. 10 days later, surgery using an electrocautery device with a medium size, loop electrode was performed in the first and second quadrant [Figure 5]. Coe-pack was given in both quadrants to reduce patient discomfort. Use of electrocautery provided excellent hemostasis and better immediate post-operative result. Furthermore, the patient acceptance toward the

---

**Figure 1:** An intraoral examination reveals generalized, diffused, and nodular enlargement of the gingiva involving the upper and lower arches

**Figure 2:** Orthopantomogram showing no bone loss

**Figure 3:** H and E section showing densely arranged collagen-fiber bundles, numerous fibroblasts, and mild chronic inflammatory cells. The overlying epithelium exhibits hyperplasia and has elongated rete ridges suggesting the histological diagnosis of fibroepithelial hyperplasia

**Figure 4:** Clinical picture showing the scalpel technique in the third and fourth quadrants
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Treatment was better with these two rather than the conventional approach [Figure 6].

DISCUSSION

Idiopathic fibrous enlargement of gingiva may be congenital or hereditary. The majority of reported cases have been attributed to hereditary factors, the mode of transmission mainly being autosomal dominant. Many cases are sporadic with no familial background; however, long-term use of drugs has to be ruled out during case history taking. A comprehensive medical history and physical systemic evaluation are essential to rule out other systemic abnormalities. Gingival hyperplasia may also be associated with physical development, retardation, and hypertrichosis. Many cases are sporadic with no familial background; however, long-term use of drugs has to be ruled out during case history taking. A comprehensive medical history and physical systemic evaluation are essential to rule out other systemic abnormalities. Gingival hyperplasia may also be associated with physical development, retardation, and hypertrichosis. Although gingival tissue may appear normal at birth, hyperplasia of the gingiva may become evident with the eruption of primary or permanent dentition, suggesting a trauma-induced tissue reaction during the eruption. Further enlargement does not occur once; the growth of the jaws is completed. Gingival enlargement may also be due to nutritional and hormonal factors; however, these have not been completely substantiated.

The constant increase in the tissue mass can result in delayed eruption and displacement of teeth, arch deformity, spacing, and migration of teeth. Due to massive gingival enlargement, an affected child usually develops abnormal swallowing pattern and experiences difficulty in speech and mastication. In the present case, the enlarged gingival tissue partially covered the occlusal surface of the molars, getting traumatized during mastication and causing pain. Along with this, there was some interference with oral hygiene measures and normal mastication. This favors accumulation of plaque, which further complicates the existing hyperplastic tissue. Maintenance of good oral hygiene is very important. It is not known if plaque control measures are effective in this condition; however, it is a good practice to maintain the plaque control following gingivectomy procedure.

Various modalities of treatment have been proposed including radical treatment with extraction of the involved teeth, which was reported not to favor a recurrence of the growth. Two most favored treatment modalities being scalpel and electrocautery. In the present case report, these two different treatment modalities were used in the same patient with idiopathic gingival enlargement to compare their handling properties and effect on the initial wound healing. In the quadrants where scalpel was used, the surgical procedure was complicated with excessive hemorrhage even though the tissue appeared pale and firm. The other disadvantages of scalpel being need of anesthesia, inadequate visibility caused by blood in the operating field, non-sterilized incision cut. On the other hand, the advantages observed were ease of use, precise incision with well-defined margins, relatively fast uneventful healing, and no unwanted lateral tissue damage. When electrocautery was used, cuts were made with ease, since the electrode cuts on its side.
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as well as on its tip. Hemostasis is immediate and consistent, the wound is nearly painless, and the tip is self-disinfecting. Disadvantages observed were need of anesthetic agent before cutting, unavoidable burning-flesh odour, low tactile sense, does not allow for their use around implants, bone can be damaged and can be dangerous in an explosive environment. Furthermore, electrocautery is contraindicated in patients with pacemakers, poor post-operative healing who have undergone irradiation, diabetes, or blood dyscrasias.

Since recurrence could be expected within a few months after surgery and the gingiva may return to the original condition within a few years, the patient may have to undergo repeated gingivectomy procedures. This often causes a further increase in the patients' and parents' psychological and emotional stress. Hence, psychological counseling was recommended for the patients and parents.

CONCLUSION

Electrosurgical excision is an excellent, easily available, and economical surgical technique for the management of generalized gingival enlargement. Genetic consultation is mandatory for future family planning in case of hereditary gingival enlargement. Education and awareness regarding the special conditions such as puberty, pregnancy, medications as well as meticulous oral hygiene measures, and early referral to tertiary care centres are essential to reduce the occurrence and proper management of gingival enlargement. Moreover, cross-comparative studies are required to establish some diagnostic and therapeutic standards for such patients.
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